One of the important factors for the success of a bank industry is to monitor their customers' behavior and their point-of-sale (POS). The bank needs to know its merchants' behavior to find interesting ones to attract more transactions which results in the growth of its income and assets. The recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) analysis is a famous approach for extracting behavior of customers and is a basis for marketing and customer relationship management (CRM), but it is not aligned enough for banking context. Introducing RF * M * in this article results in a better understanding of groups of merchants. Another artifact of RF * M * is RF * M * scoring which is applied in two ways, preprocessing the POSs and assigning behavioral meaningful labels to the merchants' segments. The class labels and the RF * M * parameters are entered into a rule-based classification algorithm to achieve descriptive rules of the clusters. These descriptive rules outlined the boundaries of RF * M * parameters for each cluster. Since the rules are generated by a classification algorithm, they can also be applied for predicting the behavioral label and scoring of the upcoming POSs. These rules are called behavioral rules.
Introduction
Electronic payment systems are now widely spread among customers and merchants (shop owners) using debit, credit or gift cards and it can substantially reduce the social cost of a country's payment system (Humphrey, et al., 2001) . For every transaction, the bank charges the merchant with fee (Kotler, et al., 2005) , which is one way of generating revenue in retail banking (Garland, 2002) . After a successful transaction, the amount is subtracted from the customer's account, and in the settlement process the fee is added to a special bank's account and the remained money is deposited to the merchant's account. Therefore, the bank profits in three ways from POS transactions: first it takes fees from merchants and raises its income. Second, the merchant's account is deposited which results to the bank's assets growth and third, the settlement process may take some time, based on the bank policy and it usually takes one day. During this time, the money is subtracted from customers account, but it is not deposited in merchants' account, so the bank can use it without paying any interest. To gain more profit and reduce cost, bank needs to monitor its current POSs and new upcoming POSs to retain profitable POSs, prevent churn and persuade inactive to active ones. To achieve these goals, it is necessary to know the current POSs status and group them, properly. One of the applications of clustering is data reduction (Halkidi, et al., 2001) , which is applied when the number of data items are very large and their processing becomes very difficult, so instead of processing the entire data set, only the clusters' representatives of the defined clusters are considered. Some related works are summarized in Table 1 . An efficient approach for building customer profiles from business data
• Clustering data items in order to extract "natural" groups of customers • Selecting the most important attributes for each group • Building a set of customer profiles based on the group of customers (Romdhane, et al., 2010) Classifying the segmentation of customer value via RFM model and RS theory • Using RFM model to produce quantitative value as input attributes • Clustering the customer value • Mining classification rules that help enterprises driving an excellent CRM (Cheng & Chen, 2009) Applying knowledge engineering techniques to customer analysis in the service industry (Ha, 2007) For POS segmentation, the clustering techniques of data mining are applied to obtain common behavioral characteristics of each segment. For calculating the behavior, the RFM technique is used with new definition of F and M as F * and M * parameters to be aligned to banking context. After the segmentation, the clusters are labeled based on RF * M * scoring. Using the labeling and the R, F * and M * parameters, the behavioral rules are extracted. For each important and valuable segment, there are specific rules that define the behavioral characteristic of that segment. Since these rules are generated from a classification method, they can also be applied for predicting the behavioral status of the new upcoming POSs. The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In section 2 behavioral analysis is described and RFM model is explained, the new definition of F * and M * and their calculation formulas are introduced, and the meaning and application of behavioral rules are outlined. In section 3, clustering is defined, learning vector quantization (LVQ) as one of the clustering technique is explored, and Dunn and Silhouette indices are illustrated as clustering validation methods to evaluate the clustering result. LVQ method has a general form, so some of its variants like ULVQ, SOM and ALVQ are summarized, and these variants are used to find a more exact result. In section 4, the rule-based classification is described as a group of algorithms to extract classification rules as descriptive and predicative models and RIPPER algorithm as one example is explained. Section 5 is about the result of implementing the theories on a real case to show the application.
Behavioral Analysis

RFM analysis
The RFM analytic model is proposed by Hughes (Hughes, 1994) . It is a model to distinguish customers based on three behavioral variables (attributes), i.e. last purchase interval, customer purchase frequency and monetary value. Recency (R) of the last purchase is the interval between the last purchase and a present time reference, so the lower recency is more valuable. Frequency (F) of the purchases is the number of transactions in a particular period, so the higher frequency is more valuable. Monetary (M) value of the purchases is the total amount of money paid by the customer over a particular period, so the higher monetary is more valuable. RFM also generates new information about customer's payments preferences, and can be used as an appropriate predictor of future behavior based on the past behavior and it can even be preferred over demographics information (Hughes, 1994) . The R, F, and M are used together to calculate the RFM score, which is a simple numerical score and it is used as a comparison criteria for customers (i.e. customers with higher RFM score is more valuable). The RFM score is calculated as follows, ,
where α, β, and γ are the weights of R, F, and M respectively, and they mention the relative importance of the three variables. In (Cheng & Chen, 2009) , all the weights are assigned equally to one. It is important that R, F, and M are normalized before calculating the RFM score, so the real R, F, and M are mapped to a scoring discrete grades, R score , F score , and M score , as mentioned in (Hughes, 1994 ) (Cheng & Chen, 2009 
F * and M * in banking context
There is a subtle difference between using RFM in CRM context and in this article. In the literature, the RFM is used as an analytical method to estimate the end customers' loyalty and purchase behavior based on the RFM score (Yeh, et al., 2009) , where customers with high scores are usually the most profitable, the most likely to repeat a behavior and the company can concentrate its promotional programs on those customers. In banking context, the merchants are the bank's customer; each merchant has its own end customers who purchase products or services from them. The merchant can use the RFM analysis model for its CRM. However, in this article we want to evaluate and segment the POSs, not the customers of the merchants. Therefore, the F and M parameters are modified. To be more specific, suppose a merchant has a POS for 100 days and during this time there are 200 transactions on his/her POS, and another merchant has a POS for 60 days and 120 transactions. Although the first one totally has more transactions, both have two transactions per day, and they have the same activity level. Therefore, the F * parameter is defined as the average number of transactions per day for every POS. If there is a high frequency for a POS, consequently there is a high monetary, but to detect the monetary behavior of a merchant the M * parameter is defined as the average amount of spent-money per transaction. This new parameter can help us differentiate transactions' monetary behavior as expensive or inexpensive transactions, which may affect the settlement and taking-fee policy in the bank. then the POS is label 2 " where r i , f j , m k are some constants and label 1 and lable 2 are meaningful business-related labels. The boundaries over R, F * and M * associated with a meaningful label helps us view the system execution from an abstract level and an assessment of values to compare the segments. It is also helpful to predict the new POSs labels, which give us an online performance evaluation to see the status (i.e. goodness/badness) of new POSs and finding the flaws quickly, and reinforcing the positive points of the system. These rules represent green, yellow and red lights of the system, where can be used as a monitoring dashboard.
Clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping a set of physical or abstract items into classes of similar items (Han & Kamber, 2006) where the groups are meaningful, useful, or both (Tan, et al., 2005) . A cluster is a collection of data items that are similar (or related) to one another within the same cluster and are dissimilar (or unrelated) to the objects in other clusters, so a cluster of data items can be treated collectively as one group and so may be considered as a form of data compression (Han & Kamber, 2006) , which helps us easily annotate all the data items. The better or more distinct clustering has more similarity (or homogeneity) inside a group and more difference among various groups (Tan, et al., 2005) , which is the final goal of a clustering process. There are so many clustering algorithms (Han & Kamber, 2006) (Tan, et al., 2005) (Xu & Wunsch, 2005) with different characteristics and applications. In this paper, clustering is applied as a data reduction technique to help us only consider and compare centroids instead of the entire data items. Another important issue is assigning meaningful business-related class labels to the clusters, so we need non-overlapping results. Therefore an appropriate algorithm for the purpose of this paper is a crisp prototype-based (centroidbased) one. Vector quantization (VQ) methods are good candidates to find a set of main vectors (centroids) to represent the entire data items (Wu & Yang, 2006) . The k-means clustering algorithm is a famous batch-type vector quantization method, but its batch processing has the flaw of not converging to an optimal result, so combining vector quantization with competitive learning neural networks can improve the convergence to an optimal result (Wu & Yang, 2006) , and this combination mentions as a more accurate technique in (Ha, 2007) . Two famous variants of LVQ which are ULVQ, SOM and a new variant called ALVQ introduced in (Wu & Yang, 2006 ) and k-means, a famous batch-type vector quantization, are considered for clustering and their results are compared to each other to find a more accurate one.
Learning vector quantization (LVQ)
One of the most commonly used unsupervised clustering algorithms is the learning vector quantizer (LVQ) developed by Kohonen (Kohonen, 2001) . While several versions of LVQ exist (Kohonen, 2001 ) (Wu & Yang, 2006) , this subsection reviews and compares three versions called Unsupervised LVQ (ULVQ), Self-Organized Map (SOM), Alternative LVQ (ALVQ) and k-means as a batch-type of VQ is also compared. LVQ has only one layer of neurons and each neuron has a weight vector and it represents a cluster. During training, the cluster unit whose weight vector is the closest to the current input pattern is acknowledged as the winner (competition phase). The corresponding weight vector and that of neighboring units are then updated to better adjust the input pattern (learning phase). The closeness of an input pattern, p, to a weight vector is usually calculated using the Euclidean distance. Neuron's weight in learning vector quantization are updating according to the following general formula,
where is the decaying learning rate, and , is the neighborhood function to update the neighbor of the winning neuron (the k index shows the index of winner neuron) . The exponential function tries to measure the similarity between the input vector and the winner neuron and prevent outliers to attract weight vectors and move far away normalizes the dissimilarity measure ( 1 )
, is an alternative neighborhood function and in this paper it is winnertake-all (Wu & Yang, 2006) The neighborhood function is different for ULVQ, SOM and ALVQ as summarized in Table 2 . In LVQ, weights are initialized to random values, sampled from a uniform distribution, or by taking some input patterns (chosen in this article) (Engelbrecht, 2007) . There are some stopping conditions defined in (Engelbrecht, 2007) , but for simplicity the stopping condition selected in this article is a maximum number of epochs to reach, which are 100 for this article. Each algorithm has its specific input parameters. In section 5, in the implementation result, these parameters are summarized. The learning rate (η) and the width of kernel for SOM are suggested in (Engelbrecht, 2007) and (Wu & Yang, 2006) , and they are applied in this article.
Cluster evaluation indices
For most clustering algorithms, the number of clusters must be mentioned as an input data but there are no straight algorithms to find the number of true clusters. Besides, clustering is totally a subjective process and the data set can be partitioned differently for different applications (Jain, et al., 1999) . There are also some objective measures of pattern interestingness (Han & Kamber, 2006) , called cluster validation or evaluation indices, like Silhouette and Dunn and are described later. These quantitative indices help us assess the clustering result and find an appropriate one. As calculating these indices may take some time, a range for number of clusters must be considered.
Silhouette Index
The Silhouette index was introduced by Rousseeuw (Rousseeuw, 1987) and is reviewed in (Brun, et al., 2007) and (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003) . For a given cluster, this method assigns Silhouette width to each input data item as a quality measure, and the final Silhouette is the average of the Silhouette width of all the points. If x is a data item in the cluster C i , then the Silhouette width of x is defined by the ratio
where is the average distance between x and all other data items in its cluster, C i ,
where is the number of data items in cluster C i , and , is the distance between two data items (or dissimilarity distance (Rousseeuw, 1987) ). The is the minimum of the average distances between x and the data items in other clusters,
where n is the number of data items in cluster C . Finally, the global Silhouette index is defined by
For a given point x, its Silhouette width ranges from −1 to 1, which is the same as global Silhouette. The higher the Silhouette, the more compact and separated are the clusters (Rousseeuw, 1987) . If the Silhouette is positive (b(x) > a(x)) shows the average outer clusters distance for point x is larger than the average inner cluster distance, so it is positioned in a good clustering result. If the value is zero (b(x) = a(x)), the point x is stated in a middle of two clusters with equal distance. If the value is negative (b(x) < a(x)), the point x is not in a proper cluster, and it could be moved to another cluster.
Dunn indices
The Dunn indices are reviewed in (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003 ) (Brun, et al., 2007) . This collection of indices evaluates sets of clusters based on compactness and well-separation (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003 
where , defines the distance between clusters , (intercluster distance), and ∆ represents the intracluster distance of cluster (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003) or the size of the cluster (Brun, et al., 2007) , and k is the total number of clusters. The main goal of this measure is to maximize intercluster distances (linkage (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003) ) or to minimize intracluster distances (diameter (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003) ). Thus higher values of D correspond to better clustering result.
Table 3
Linkage and diameters used in Dunn (Brun, et al., 2007) There are several intercluster and intracluster distance measure functions defined in (Bolshakova & Azuaje, 2003) (Brun, et al., 2007) . The ones used in this article are summarized in Table 3 . Based on the defined linkages and diameters functions in Table 3 , twelve Dunn indices are calculated and applied for every clustering result in this article.
Rule-based Classification
Rule-based classifications are a group of classification algorithms that produce "if … then …" rules which could be used for prediction and observing a behavioral or structural view in a more abstract level. The output rules for the model are represented in a disjunctive normal form, R = (r l r 2 … r k ), where R is called the rule set and r i 's are classification rules. Each classification rule can be expressed as r i : (condition i ) y i . The condition i has a conjunction of attributes in the form of (A 1 op v 1 ) (A 2 op v 2 ) … (A n op v n ) where A i is an attribute name and v i is a literal of attribute A i 's types and op is a logical operator selected from {=, ≠, <, >, ≤, ≥} set. y i is called the rule consequent which will be the predicted class label. A rule r covers a record x if the condition of r matches the attributes of x. A rule set must have two important characteristics: mutually exclusive rules, and exhaustive rules. Mutually exclusive rules means that no two rules in R cover the same record and exhaustive rules means there is a rule for each combination of attribute value (Tan, et al., 2005) . These properties ensure that every record is covered only by a specific rule. The sequential covering algorithm is often used to extract rules directly from data. Rules are grown in a greedy way until a stop condition is met. The algorithm extracts the rules for one class at a time from the data set. In this way, a conjunction may be appended to the current rule if the new rule has higher evaluation-index value than the previous one. So there are some rule evaluations used during rule growing phase (Tan, et al., 2005) . One of them is the FOIL information gain index which is used in RIPPER algorithm, and is as follows (Tan, et al., 2005) 
where p 1 is the new true positive covered examples and n 1 is the new negative covered examples of the new rule, and p 0 is the current true positive covered examples and n 0 is the current negative covered examples of the current rule. The higher value of FOIL's information gain shows a better rule result. There are two types of rule classifier algorithms: direct, and indirect (Tan, et al., 2005) . The direct algorithms generate rules directly from the data sets like the RIPPER algorithm. The indirect algorithms generate rules from the result of other classification algorithms, mainly decision trees.
RIPPER Algorithm
The RIPPER algorithm is a commonly used rule induction algorithm and scales almost linearly with the number of training records (Tan, et al., 2005) . Its pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1.There are some characteristics of RIPPER algorithm that makes it a very good choice for rule induction. The reasons are:
• It can generate descriptive rules vs. neural networks that are black box.
• It has linear execution scalability to the number of training records (Tan, et al., 2005) .
• It is a direct rule generator.
• It generates rules for classes with less distribution to more distribution and the class with the most members is considered as default class. In decision tree using the impurity measures like Gini or Entropy for splitting, the majority class (class with most members) is considered first and most of the rules have consequent of major class. In behavioral analysis, the class with more than 50% of data items usually shows the common and normal behavior and classes with fewer members have some special characteristics and they are more interesting to be considered. Since RIPPER considers classes with fewer members first, it generates more desirable rules and it is more preferable than decision trees. The result in the implementation section also shows that this algorithm generates a very accurate result.
Let D be the training records with the form of (A 1 , A 2 , …, A n ) attributes Let Y be the set of classes {y 1 , y 2 , …, y k } sorted in an ascending frequency order and y k with the most frequency is assumed as the default class Let R={} be the rule set, initialized with no rule for each y Y-{y k } do Growing phase of rule r while not covering negative records do growing rule r over records with y class in a general-to-specific manner using FOIL'S information gain measure (8) to choose the best conjunct to be added into the rule antecedent end Pruning phase of rule r pruning the rule r using formula (p-n)/(p+n), where p/n is the number of positive/negative examples in the validation set covered by the rule
Building the rule set phase, adding rule r to R R R r Remove the training records from D that are covered by r End Algorithm 1 RIPPER rule-based classifier
Implementation results
In this section, the implementation result for a case study is described. For the case, the needed data is extracted from a private bank database. The permitted data has 30,524 POSs and 1,030,120 no of successful and settled transactions of purchase by only debit cards. Transactions are from 2008/05/13 to 2009/10/27 or 532 working days. Each transaction has three attributes (fields): received date, amount, and POS terminal id. The applied framework for data mining has three phases: 1. data preprocess 2. clustering, cluster analysis and result selection 3. classification and behavioral rules induction Table 4 summarizes the necessary steps of this phase. The first column is the description of the step, and the result column shows the outcome of the step. Histograms of R, F * and M * (Fig 1) shows there are many POSs in the lower part of diagrams. The RF * M * score is calculated based on mapping Table 5 is the s discussed ccording to orresponding or R (R score ) Table 4 . The alue with th n the next se iltering mech nd since the lso meaning e look-up tab in section 2 the row hea g column-he is 2. 
Data preprocess
Clustering, cluster analysis and result selection
Now these 9,081 POSs are clustered using the four algorithms to find better results. The number of clusters is always debatable. In this article, the Silhouette index and twelve Dunn indices are calculated for clustering results of between two to twenty five clusters, which is depicted in Fig 2 for four algorithms. The results in Fig 2 show that ULVQ represents the most accurate results among the four algorithms, so the results of ULVQ are selected for more process. The input parameters of the aforementioned algorithms are summarized in Table 7 . The best clustering result is for three clusters, but the result is affected by the outliers, where the histograms of Fig 1 shows there are some records with unusual values of M * and F * . After clustering result with 13 clusters, there is lower variation both in the Silhouette and Dunn indices, and in the number of items in clusters, which means we reach stability in clustering result in spite of increasing more clusters. So the result with 13 number of clusters are chosen, and then R, F * and M * scores (based on Table 6 ) and the RF * M * score are calculated for each cluster, summarized in Table 8 . Table 2 undefined SOM η(0)=1, η(t)= η(t-1)/t see Table 2 ALVQ 1/t see Their descriptions are as follows:
• Clusters 12-13 with highest R (137 days) are an alarm of 19% inactive POSs.
• Cluster 10 with 50% POSs, in comparison to other clusters, shows a relative good current state (its score is 9), and as it has half of the POSs, it represents the common behavior of POS usage.
• Cluster 6 with 21% POSs is the most interesting cluster. Since there are more "transactive"
POSs to "rich" ones (clusters 7, 8 and 9), it means that the bank must focus and plan to move POSs in regular cluster to "transactive" one. The M * in this cluster is relatively low, so it is better not to charge them with fee to persuade them as an incentive for more transaction. The cluster centers (centroid) are only a representative of clusters and they do not show boundaries of parameters in each cluster. To know better these three clusters based on the three behavioral parameters, in the next section some behavioral rules based on these three parameters are induced. These rules represent an abstract and meaningful view over the three aforementioned main clusters.
Classification and behavioral rules induction
For classification, the Weka (Weka 3: Data Mining Software in Java) software is chosen, which is a famous software in data mining and machine learning. Among the classification algorithms in Weka, the JRip is used which is the RIPPER algorithm's implementation. It is common to divide the data set into two partitions of α-percent as train and the remaining as test. The test partition is for evaluating the generated classification model's accuracy and α=66% is commonly chosen. After generating the model with training records, the test records' class labels are examined against the generated class label using the model for the test records. The percent of the correct classified testing records shows the accuracy of the model. The clustering phase resulted in three main classes, which are transactive, regular and inactive. Other classes can be ignored as they are outliers (exceptions) or they are rare and the generated rule for them is so specific. So the records of the three main clusters are given to JRip. The rules induced from training records are presented in Table 9 . Total number of training records is 5,410 and total number of test records is 2,787. Correctly classified instances of test records are 91.5%, which is a good accuracy of the induced rules. Table 9 profitability. They also show three subgroups in the two main clusters. A good future work is to apply the new RF * M * scoring model of this paper to generate new tracking transition path introduced in (Ha, 2007 ) to achieve numerical transitional path for merchants over time periods. This combination will be a quantitative long-term assessment of behaviors and a new mechanism for assigning labels to clusters.
